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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Save Our SBS Inc welcomes this opportunity to make this formal submission on the triennial funding for SBS
from the perspective of consumers of SBS. With some 62,000 supporters nationally, Save Our SBS is the peak
body advocating as a supporter & friend of SBS. We are represented in all States and Territories.
We cite very strong local and international evidence that SBS’s operations have been severely hindered by
advertising, particularly that disrupting programs. Although there would be clear community support if
advertising were removed from SBS, given the economic climate, alternative approaches are also examined.
We outline a series of options that range from no commercial activity at one end, to limiting advertising to
between programs only at the other, and a compromise of not more than one commercial break mid
program (except in sport, which may have more). Costings of each scenario are given. One such proposal is
revenue neutral. We provide financial calculations that clearly show SBS could be funded such that
advertising is maintained at current levels with commercial breaks reduced compared to existing practice.
We also explain from a Charter perspective why it is important to pursue one of the options we provide.
SBS will be best served if its acceptance of the overall budget is conditional on one of the options detailed.
Such arrangement will enhance SBS – not harm it – and go a long way in answering the expressed concerns of
those that fund the broadcaster – the tax payer – in their viewing experience.
Tied funding for SBS is not new. Tied funding is when monies are appropriated to SBS on the condition that the
broadcaster agrees to act in a specific manner.
At one stage the Howard Coalition government was reported as tying funding to the acquisition of The Ashes
and the Rudd Labor government tied a sum of money for SBS to commission Australian contenti.
We propose that a significant portion of the joint cuts that were made to both national broadcasters be
handed back to the leaner broadcaster, SBS, but in a specific manner that the evidence shows will lead to SBS
being more compliant in their Charter obligations, hence more efficient in their primary reason for existence.
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THE CHARTER AND ADVERTISING RELATIONSHIP
In late 2006, SBS reinterpreted the SBS Act 1991 and commenced positioning commercial breaks within
programs. In doing so, SBS promised that all the money raised from advertising would be used to commission
more Australian contentii. However, while audiences suddenly had their viewing experiences disrupted
multiple times per hour, SBS failed to deliver. Following a transient spike, local content decreased and the
iii

most that SBS ever invested in commissioning local content was 37% of advertising revenues in 2011-12 .
Only 10% of programming on SBS is currently first run Australian contentiv.
There is very strong evidence that the efficiency of SBS in adhering to its Charter – the core reason for its
existence – diminished proportional to the level of in-program advertising, that is, as SBS shifted advertising to
within programs (instead of between them) the degree to which SBS complied with the Charter fell markedly.
v
To attract advertisers, programs in languages other than English (LOTE) in primetime were all but removed .
In 2014 the Department of Communications ABC and SBS Efficiency Study found that increased–
advertising [would] risk charter related content and decrease distinctive content in favour of a
vi

broader, more populist schedule .
The above is consistent with two major studies of SBS viewers conducted in the period since SBS introduced
in-program advertising, one in 2008vii and the other in 2013viii (NITV not included). The studies (n = 1733 in
2008 and n = 2044 in 2013) required participants read SBS’s Charter in order to answer specific Charter related
questions. The outcome of the different study groups from different time periods was virtually the same.
Three-quarters (71.6% in 2008 and 72.1% in 2013) of SBS viewers nationally said:
SBS is less faithful to the Charter since it introduced in-program advertising.

source: SOSBS, 2013, A study of 2044 viewers of SBS television on advertising, Charter, relevance and other matters, (pg 12)

The above is consistent with other studies. A University of Queensland study found advertising caused a
“relative failure”ix of SBS to follow its Charter. The largest study ever done into advertising on public
broadcasters commissioned by the BBC and carried out by McKinsey & Co in 19 countries, found very strong
evidence that increased advertising focused the needs of the advertiser ahead of the viewer and concluded:
Our analysis shows clearly that an increased dependence on advertising has led inexorably to a
more populist and less distinctive schedulex.
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DISTINCTIVENESS AND CHARTER FAITHFULNESS
The SBS Charter describes a very special broadcaster, one that is like no other, distinctive in character.
Distinctiveness is what should separate SBS from commercial broadcasters and from the ABC. A distinctive SBS
is one that would compliment rather than compete with other broadcasters.
Data from the preceding four studies points to advertising and the number of hourly commercial break
disruptions, as having a direct impact on distinctiveness or Charter faithfulness in a given scenario.
Put simply, the evidence shows that the greater the quantity of commercial breaks, the less distinctive SBS
will be, and the more difficult it becomes to fulfil Charter obligations.
The Charter faithfulness indicator is calculated from known variables extrapolated from the cited studiesxi.
For an explanation of the options in the graph below, refer to the table on page 7.

Charter faithfulness indicator
<< less faithful - Charter - more faithful >>

Advertising, commercial breaks relationship to
programming distinctiveness & Charter faithfulness

OPTION C

OPTION D

SBS now

5

4

3

2

1

0

In-program commercial breaks per hour
On average, SBS interrupts programs almost threexii times hourly and at this number of hourly disruptions
3,821 SBS viewers nationally said it was less faithful to its Charter than compared to the pre-2006 model (refer
to page 4) when there were no interruptions except in sport, indicated in the graph at option C above. Short of
removing advertising, all the studies strongly suggest that if the total number of hourly in-program commercial
breaks were reduced, then SBS would significantly shift focus to that of their Charter obligations ahead of
advertisers. In such an environment executive brain space is less concerned with ratings and commercial
‘sell-ability’ and therefore the centre of attention becomes that of fulfilling Charter requirements.
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WHY IN-PROGRAM COMMERCIAL BREAKS SIDESTEP THE CHARTER
Multiculturalism is an Australian success story. Walk through the food court of a shopping mall in any major
Australian city and visible are Asian families eating burgers and chips, Anglo Australians eating Asian and
Middle Eastern food, Africans enjoying coffee and cake. Behind the counters there may be Chinese working at
the Sushi bar, Greeks in the Italian café, a mix of diametrically opposed Middle Eastern backgrounds working at
the Kebab shop and so on. In the food court we see people of all ages and cultures eating comfortably under
the one roof. We do not see such diversity in Australian television programs.
xiii

At home, 24% of all Australian’s converse in LOTE as do 54% of recent migrants . Culturally and linguistically
diverse (CALD) communities are a significant portion of Australian society. The SBS Charter recognises such
diversity and describes a distinctive broadcaster, one that is substantially different from commercial media and
the ABC.
At section 6 of the SBS Act 1991, the Charter states:
The principal function of SBS is to provide multilingual and multicultural radio, television
and digital media services that inform, educate and entertain all Australians and, in doing
so, reflect Australia's multicultural society.
SBS management is in a very difficult position. In order to attract advertising dollars SBS needs to transmit
programs that will rate. Programs that rate well with the mainstream Australian population attract higher
advertising dollars. In order to achieve that end, the Charter is, understandably, compromised.
The Charter also states that in performing its principal function, SBS must:
increase awareness of the contribution of a diversity of cultures to the continuing
development of Australian society [and broadcast programs] in their preferred languages.
In primetime viewing weeknights between 6pm and 11pm, SBS-ONE had few programs exclusively or
predominately in LOTE and Anglo-centric programming increased proportional to the quantity of in-program
commercial breaksxiv. The Charter faithfulness indicator graph on page 5 at option C shows that prior to 2006
when there were no in-program ad breaks (except in sport), Charter compliance was greater than post 2006
when in-program commercial breaks commenced. The evidence in the studies cited thus far is that Charter
compliance was weakened as in-program commercial content increased (see page 4 graph).
Advertising and frequency of commercial breaks disrupting programs directly impacted Charter adherence.
It was a bold move in late 2006 when SBS introduced in-program advertising; the proceeds to be earmarked
for local content but as already detailed the experiment was to the detriment of the Charter and the local
content target never attained. It is an understatement to say this decision is Australia’s loss. Not only are we
missing a much needed true expression of the CALD Australian society, we are missing out on investment in
local productions. Advertising – assumed to be the saviour – has proved to be the opposite for SBS-TV.
However, SBS radio and digital services fulfils the language and cultural component of SBS’s Charter providing
national coverage in 74 languages a week. These in-language programs provide news and information. The
makeup of languages on SBS radio largely reflects the census statistics of languages spoken in the community.
SBS-TV with its wider reach and appeal to advertisers in the Anglo higher-rating programs is a different story.
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FINANCIAL OPTIONS AND REMEDIES
The calculated average of recent years shows that typically SBS generated around $64m per yearxv from
advertising (including the transitional spikes that occur every four years due to the FIFA World Cup soccer
broadcasts). Every fourth year SBS generated more, as high as $78mxvi once, for that year only. In some
non-FIFA World cup years, ad revenue dropped to around $50mxvii.
xviii xix

The total cuts announced for the ABC and SBS was $60.72m per year, for five years , .
xx xxi xxii

If all advertising were shifted to between programs only – including sport – SBS forecast a 64% , , annual
reduction in advertising revenues. The actual average difference between the pre-2006 model (when ads were
only between programs except for the natural breaks in sport) and recent years (where every program is
disrupted multiple times for commercial breaks) shows the loss to be about 44%xxiii of current ad revenue if all
advertising were now to be shifted to between programs except in sport. These figures might be artificially
skewed upwards because they do not take account of the changed SBS advertising policy to accept almost any
xxiv
xxv
type of advertiser which occurred when SBS commenced in-program advertising . Prior to that, SBS was
very selective as to the types of advertisements that they would broadcastxxvi.
Without altering that policy we propose an improvement on the current model that will assist SBS to become
more compliant in its Charter obligations. In option D, neither the 64% nor 44% reduction would apply.
The following table provides the dollar component calculated from the cited figures that relates to advertising
activity (not the overall SBS budget) and provides various financial options according to the number of
commercial breaks disrupting programs.
Option
A
B

$ p.a.
$64m
$41m

C

$28m

D

NIL

E

NIL

Advertising placement
Nil
All advertisements would be
broadcast between programs only.
All advertisements would be
positioned between programs only,
except in sports programs which
would continue to broadcast
advertisements during program.
*Every program would contain not
more than one commercial break
(mid program) – except for sports
programs which would continue to
broadcasts advertisements during
natural program breaks.
^Every program is interrupted
multiple times for a specified
number of commercial breaks.

Comment
This may wipe out advertising totally.

This is the former (pre-2006) model of
where SBS positioned advertisements.

Whatever monies are appropriated to
SBS, it would be on condition that the
placement of advertising would be as
described*. This may occur via an
appropriation bill or a ministerial
direction under s 11 of the SBS Act.
^This is the current SBS model.
Shown for comparison only.
We recommend against this.

The wider SBS community strongly opposes option Exxvii, xxviii, xxix, xxx,xxxi. Therefore, options A to D ought to be
considered. In the current economic climate, option D is certainly worth pursuing however only on the
assumption that funding for options A, B or C are not available. Whichever option is chosen – A, B, C, or D –
the budget needs to be offered on the basis that SBS reduces the number of in-program commercial breaks.
Whist we argue that SBS ought to have a funding increase, the thrust of options B and C is that either should, if
implemented, be tied to the displacement (not removal) of advertising.
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Although option D is revenue neutral, we also believe that its implementation will only occur if linked to,
although not a cost of, the monies appropriated to SBS.
An explanation as to why option D is revenue neutral is as follows:The SBS Act limits advertising to 5 minutes per hour.
Currently SBS places some advertisements between every program and the remainder within each program.
At the moment, most commercial breaks are about 2 minutes on SBS. By comparison, in-program breaks on
commercial TV are about 3½ minutes, sometimes longer.
In addition to the advertising break between programs, SBS currently positions two commercial breaks within
a half-hour program, and three within an hour program. Hence, if two back-to-back half-hour programs fill one
clock hour, the SBS viewer currently sees five commercial breaksxxxii.
The published transmission logs in six hour blocks of 42 hours of monitoring of SBS spread over differing
periods reveal that on average, SBS disrupted programs 2.9 times per hour for in-program commercial breaks,
plus 1.3 times per hour for advertisements broadcast between programs (7 day average, noon to midnight)xxxiii.
If option D were implemented, there is no reason for SBS to abolish their standard break between programs.
That break could remain the same length but there would be fewer commercial breaks disrupting programs
of a similar or slightly longer length as currently applies, with hourly advertising remaining at 5 minutes.

Two examples are given as to how SBS could position advertising under option D.
2x half-hour programs: TWO minutes of advertising MID program 1; ONE minute of advertising
BETWEEN programs 1 & 2; TWO minutes of advertising MID program 2.
1 x one hour program: THREE minutes of advertising MID program 3; TWO minutes of advertising
BETWEEN programs 3 & 4 (the next program).
In fact the breaks would vary slightly from that above depending on precise program duration and promo fill
xxxiv
which is 44% of non-program-matter and not included in the 5 minute advertising limit set by the SBS Act.
In the examples given – these being the most common program durations – the viewer experience would
contain fewer disruptions and each commercial break would still be less than that typically broadcast on
free-to-air commercial television.
Option D would increase Charter compliance however not to the extent of the benchmark, option A.

MARKET PRESSURES SHIFT FOCUS AWAY FROM CHARTER TO ADVERTISERS
With some fluctuations and a transitional peak every four years due to the FIFA World Cup, the advertising and
sponsorship growth rate of SBS (excluding FIFA World Cup years) has been declining since soon after SBS
introduced in-program advertising (see “Advertising/sponsorship growth rate” graph in the Appendix). This
trend is consistent with declining revenues from advertising world-wide and has caused many commercial
broadcasters to supplement with other forms of income. Understandably the focus on advertising pressures
on SBS in such a market occurs at the expense of their Charter: ‘advertisers before viewers’.
SaveOurSBS.org
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NITV
Although SBS’s acquisition of NITV in 2012 gave NITV a national voice on free-to-air, the funding set aside for
NITV is woefully low, it being subject to SBS’s overall budgetary constraints. Australia’s First Peoples deserve
an NITV service funded significantly more than has been the case, guaranteed specifically for that service.

WHY TIE A REVENUE NEUTRAL ADVERTISING OPTION TO A BUDGET PROCESS?
SBS consumers want a better – less disruptive – viewing experience, a format other than that currently on
offer from their national multicultural broadcaster.
Considering the budgetary restrictions, a way of moving forward to confront the overwhelming evidence that
in-program advertising has diminished SBS’s faithfulness to the Charter, funding SBS ought to be on condition
that it reduce the number of commercial breaks interrupting programs.
In the absence of a requirement, the SBS Board may not take the initiative sought. For this reason the
consumers of SBS – the taxpayers that fund it – want the parliament to respectfully tie SBS to one of the
options stated. This is crucial if SBS is to become more efficient in its primary reason for existence.

APPROPRIATION BILL OR MINISTERIAL DIRECTION
A reduction in commercial breaks could be done via an appropriation bill, section 45 amendment to the SBS
Act 1991 – or without legislative change – by the communications Minister issuing a direction under section 11
of the SBS Act 1991, noting such direction would refer to the placement of ‘non-program-matter only’
(advertisements and commercial breaks), not the scheduling of programs, thus a lawful use of section 11.

CONCLUSION
The connection to the pressures of advertising and its conflict with the Charter is obvious and is evident in the
studies. The shift in recent years to compete rather than complement other broadcasters greatly distresses the
supporters & friends of SBS.
SBS television executives no longer talk in terms of multicultural programming. Rather, they are
focused on reflecting Australian society back to itself. This is a dangerously self-immolating
approach, suggesting that SBS's work in fostering a culturally diverse society has been done xxxv.
To satisfy commercial needs, SBS now competes with commercial broadcasters; it even looks the same.
Contrary to a Charter requirement that SBS use “innovative forms of expression”, it rarely presents itself as a
‘special’ broadcaster with a policy that programs should be of “broad, general appeal”xxxvi,xxxvii.
If SBS is to remain relevant, it is crucial that it return to putting the Charter ahead of advertisers. All the
reputable evidence is that that will only occur as commercial content is moved away from programs.
Reducing the number of in-program commercial breaks is an overdue necessity that could and should be
linked to the budget process.
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APPENDIX
FY14/15 is not shown as although buried in the text of that annual report SBS state advertising revenue was
$71m, for the first time ever the usual advertising (only) line item was absent from the certified financials. The
contribution from the FIFA World Cup spike which overlapped into the FY14/15 was not stated either.
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